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In a somewhat taciturn turn, Karan said, But I don’t believe in the adage that writers don’t talk about
what they do. In case of Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna, when I was writing the story, I had this picture in

my mind of a child deserting her parents and I wanted to explore what would have driven her to that.
The way I came up with the idea was very simple. I wanted to build a movie around an idea that is
very contemporary. I thought India is a very educated country. People are so smart and well read

and if the number of books that I am getting in my mail day is any indication, there are millions and
millions of people who are reading many books. So the film tried to explore how a relationship

changes when the kid grows up to a young adult and all these emotions that have to be explored
that are common in relationships and common in marriages. So it was all based on that, where

Akshay and I wanted to explore the modern element in modern relationships. We have been able to
shoot the film how we wanted because of my directorial experience. Although I have written a good

number of scripts, I have not directed films. There is a lot of planning involved when you are
directing a film. I didn’t think I was going to direct because I was simply writing this script for the

Malayalam film Yuvunni. I knew I was not going to direct because I wasn’t sure if it was going to be a
Malayalam film or a Hindi film. I was writing it for a Malayalam film. I got a feel of what my movie

was going to be after that. I did not know what was going to be the next part of the script and it took
a while to fit that in. 5ec8ef588b
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